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Part 1 - Building profitable pay-TV services
through innovative subscriber management
PayWizard supports pay-TV operators across the world with subscriber and revenue management, from the earliest
stages of engagement through to launch and beyond for innovative new services. As an expert in subscriber
management, with strong technical partnerships spanning provisioning and content assurance, the first in our latest series
of guides examines the key factors to consider when selecting a subscriber management system (SMS), ensuring you
pick the system that is right for you and your business.
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Understanding the elements of an SMS
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•

The tracking of company KPIs

•

Providing detailed breakdowns
of sales targets by product and
platform

options.
•

Marketing effectiveness
of offers and discounting
strategies

•

A full and reconciled package
of finance reports

Key selection criteria for
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The selection process for a SMS solution
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also include the underlying technology
and future scalability which is particularly
rapidly, and will need a system that will
grow with you.

element in any critical information

•

Efficiency goals: Can I make it

and communication technology (ICT)

easier for subscribers to sign

selection process. During discovery and

up for my service?

shortlisting, organisations may find the

Cost goals: Can I reduce the
cost of processing payments?

•

highest priced system to be several times
the cost of the least expensive solution.
But there is a reason for this. Some

Customer service goal: Can I

companies require advanced functionality

reduce wait times for telephone

built into a higher priced system, whilst

based customer services

others may have a less complex criteria to

through online self-service

meet, and can choose a more moderately

automation?

priced SMS solution to meet their needs.
Don’t necessarily think that the more
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Speed to market goal: Can I

expensive system is better- ensure that

reduce my time to launch so I

you consider cost structured to scale on a

can benefit from early entrant

per subscriber basis which negates higher

advantage?

capital expenditure (CAPEX).
Finally, and possibly most importantly,

The next area of consideration should
include adherence to functional software
requirements across the areas of the
business based on the launch, growth

2. Ease of Implementation
3. Ease of use
4. Ability to fit to business

important as pay-TV services are growing

Budget and resources is a crucial
•

1. Price of software

find a team you trust. Who will implement
this system? Who will manage this
project? Who will support it when needs
and/or processes change? The choice
of people, both internal and external,

5. Functionality
6. Ability to work with existing
hardware
7. Growth potential
8. Level of support provided by
reseller
9. Quality of documentation
10. Developer’s track record of
performance

Summary
The use of dedicated subscriber management systems in the pay-TV industry is a growing trend that mirrors in part the telecoms and
utility sectors that have strived to reduce costs and improve service through the intelligent use of technology. When a SMS is deployed
effectively, they can provide a basis for operators to build flexible and profitable business models that are able to adapt to the everchanging TV market. But choosing the SMS that is right for you and your business is no simple task, and all of the above aspects need
to be considered in order to have a system that efficiently and effectively meets your business goals.

In our next guide, we will examine how SMS integrate into a pay-TV process across
areas such as operations, finance, customer services, and sales and marketing to
increase profitability and growth. Our next guide will also look at how senior executives
and business strategists are using SMS as part of the wider go-to market and business
evolution.
For more information on subscriber management and related services, please visit
www.paywizard.com

About PayWizard
We deliver next generation subscriber management and billing solutions for today’s multiplatform world. Based on our cloud based
enterprise class software, we provide multiscreen subscriber management, pay-TV platform interoperability and a unique array of best
of breed payment services to enable pay-TV operators and other media companies to truly monetize the TV everywhere experience.
With 15 billion video-enabled devices set to be in the global marketplace by 2020, it is becoming a strategic imperative for payTV operators to make their content available across multiple devices. But many are facing the challenges of enhancing their TV
Everywhere services whilst creating compelling experiences that embrace new routes to market.
Our comprehensive set of products and services address these commercial challenges and ensure pay-TV operators remain
successful in today’s highly competitive TV landscape. Each year we enable more than $400million in pay-TV revenues for our global
client base which includes leading media companies BT TV, NBCUniversal, ITV and Virgin Media.
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